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The Pomo are one of the tribes possessing the Secret Society or
Kuksu Cult of Central California, but unlike the Maidu, the Miwok,
and their Yuki neighbors to the north, they preserve sharply the
distinction between priest and ceremonial activities on the one hand,
and the medicine man on the other. Certain quite special cases of
illness, including the faintness which comes on at a ceremony as a result
of breaking taboos, may be treated by priests, but healing is, in the
main, the province of men who practice individually, not even forming
associations among themselves, have no connection with ceremonies,
and make no public shows of power of any kind. Another striking
difference is the subordinate place of the guardian spirit in Pomo
practice. The most important class of doctors lacks the feature entirely.
Their power resides in a bundle or "outfit," in ritual, in potent objects
and processes, and in the help of the six deities of the secret society.
Poisoners call on the spirits of the poisons that they use, but with no
idea of any individual claim. Only the sucking doctor undergoes a
visionary experience and forms connections with a spirit who in some
degree acts to him as manitu.
DOCTORS

The doctors were of two types (if we disregard for the moment the
Ghost Dance healer), namely: the q'o'abakiya'lxale (performer for
somebody poisoned) called in English by the Indians "outfit doctor"
or "singing doctor;" and the madu, the "sucking" or "dream" doctor.
One man might be both, but the methods of healing were distinct as well
as the requirements for reaching the position. Roughly speaking, we
may say that becoming a q'a'obakiya'lxale depended on one's family
or connections, and practicing as one depended on the possession of
the proper equipment and knowledge of its use, while in the case of the
madu such matter-of-fact considerations played no part. The essential
1 The following sketch is based entirely on information and experiences related
by William Benson or yalganal (Wampum pursuer), a half-breed Eastern Pomo
of Lakeport and Yokiah rancheria. He is not himself a doctor, but has known a
number and witnessed many cases of healing.
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thing was to receive from Marumda, the creator, through some mystical
experience, power in one's own person to perceive the nature of disease
and heal it. The material means used were slight, the repertory of
songs small. The institution of q'o'abakiya'lxalE is more characteristically Pomo; like other professions among these Indians, it was regarded,
in a loose sort of way, as hereditary in families, a man passing on his
title to his son or sister's son or a protege, educating the boy from
childhood and giving up to him his own equipment when the pupil
reached maturity. The madu, on the other hand, shows less differentiation from the type of doctors of surrounding regions. The dream or
vision as a source of power associates him at once with the shaman of
the Maidu or Yuki. Often, too, the dream is of a divine messenger, a
being human, not animal, in form,2 to whom prayers are later directed,
but the conception of guardian spirit seems not sufficiently marked to
justify the use of the term shaman.
The madu were less numerous than the others, numbering only one
to two or three villages, while the q'V'abakiya'lxale might be as many
as three in a village. It was the latter, however, who commanded the
larger fee. His cures were longer and the work more arduous, often
requiring the service of some assistant, but he seems by and large to
have been a person of more moment in the community as well.
Since neither kind of doctor formed a definite group or fraternity of
any kind, we have nothing in the way of initiation or joint effort to
educate beginners.
Of late years, since the introduction of the maru cult, the Pomo
version of the Ghost Dance religion, around Middleton, Sulphur Bank,
and Manchester, the maru priests have practiced as doctors. The
informant described their method as "a sort of faith healing." They
make no diagnosis of disease, but treat all alike with a single set of
prayers which they have dreamed, addressed to Marumda under their
own name of gaidu'yiyal, creator of the earth. They do not practice
bleeding or sucking, but perform with elaborate motions, accompanying
with cocoon rattles and split sticks the song which they sing to
gaidu'yi-yal and spirits which they see in dreams. The cure is ended
with a big feast given by the family The maru do not fast. They
sometimes charge five or ten dollars. By Indians of the old school,
they evidently are not considered a very reputable crew.
2 The conception of the animal as personal guardian spirit seems quite foreign
to Pomo thought. No case was given of a doctor who possessed one. Even the
bear doctors or rather bear priests (for since they have no connection with the art
of healing and do form a part of ceremonies they are more priests than doctors)
do not include the bear among the various spirits to whom they make offerings,
and do not seem to establish relations in any way with the animal spirit they

impersonate.
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"OUTFIT" DOCTORS

The apprenticeship of the q'o'abakiya'lxalE begins in childhood.
It is necessary for him to learn the detail of all the treatments by going
with his teacher and watching him. He must learn as many as possible
of the songs and where the best herbs grow in the mountains. When
he is older, he is promoted to assistant. When the boy is finally considered capable of practicing himself, the old man gives up his outfit
to him, though still watching for a while to see that all goes well.
It was customary for a man to choose his son or sister's son to train
in this way, but it was not obligatory. Tony Mat'a'k was not related
to the doctors from whom he learned, and a case is reported by Mr.
Gifford3 of a man who would not teach his son to be a doctor because
boys like to eat and he was afraid that his son might neglect the taboos
and die.
In the old days the outfit of the q'a'&bakiya'lxalE was kept in a
deerskin bag. This was made of a whole skin gathered tight at either end
by a thong or rope passed through slits. A rope, the ma'tka, was also
passed twice around the center after the bag was packed and rolled up,
and the end of the ma'tka was tied across to form a handle. In this bag
were kept all the articles the doctor wore and used in his activities.
1. The waya'i, or cocoon rattle, for beating time in singing.
2. q'o'oxaka, obsidian blade three or four inches long like a spear
head but without the heel. These are rubbed with herbs,-different
ones according to the illness-heated, and pressed upon the painful
parts while the doctor sings. Unlike the madu's blade they may be used
repeatedly.
3. q'V'axabe, rocks of strange shapes taken from mineral springs.
These are heated, rubbed with herbs on one end, and used for pressing
the patient.
4. -yana' (pin), a sharpened stick, usually mountain manzanita
wood, one and a half to two feet long, and flat like a bow, covered with
rattlesnake skin. This is used to pin the feather hats to the head net,
but during his singing the doctor may take it and press his patient with
the points. The pin is also described as being made of a sort of stone
found in Robinson Creek, looking like granite but softer. This pin is
worked down until it is only an inch in diameter and pointed at both
ends. Tail feathers of the "emerald bird" are fastened on a string, drawn
through a hole near one end of the pin and looped up with a little hoop
3

Unpublished notes.
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of dogwood or oak to form a loose cluster, called bite'rk (feather hat).
In this form the yano' is not worn but heated, rubbed with herbs, and
used for pressing.
5. ba'lmaki, the head net.
6. biterk, the feather hat. These feather hats were of many kinds,
and used in ceremonial costumes as well as by the shamans. Several
might be pinned on at once to give an especially startling effect.
Matsi'gini biterk, a big one of owl feathers; qiya biterk, a big one of
yellow hawk feathers; gaci'ltcia, one made of emerald bird feathers.
This type was used to wipe the hands -when handling herbs, and, gaining
in this way a value in healing, was also used to press upon a patient.
7. bEhe'p'tsqwam, breech clout of braided pepperwood (laurel).
The strong odor is considered beneficial.
8. q'o'a'daqon, the stone pestle.
9. xabe'care, the stone mortar or bowl, used to grind up paints,
or herbs and other medicines which the sick man will then drink directly
from the bowl.
The doctor carries paint as well, which he uses in "frightening"
cases. These paints are simply white clay; red, taken from a kind of
rock; and black, from charcoal.
Various herbs and other substances are used as medicine in the
different processes of healing. They are combined in different ways and
either ground up to form the basis of drinks, chewed to a paste and
rubbed on the pressing implements or on the body, or sometimes burned
on the fire. The ingredients most frequently used are:
baqo', the angelica root.
silo'ma, a similar root, taken from a plant described as three or four
feet high with blue flowers.
xtana, root of a plant with red bugle-shaped blossoms.
ti'xalep, eggs of the turtle not yet laid. The eggs are cooked with
herbs and then chewed before using.
ciyobat'sum, bulb of a kind of wild onion.
quwa'cap, seeds of a small red pine. The cones, which are about six
inches long, are burned and the seeds become black and have a curious
odor. These are chewed with herbs to make medicine.
kere'sap, pine sugar.
xa's p'ui, rattlesnake grease.
xaibitcu, fragments from the hill of a certain ant.
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Powdered elkhorn, too, may form part of these compounds, or
powdered whalebone, or human bone left from the cremation of a
person dead by violence.
The chief power of the q'o'obakiya'lxale, then, was concentrated in
the outfit. It was kept when not in use close under the rafters of the
house where no shadow of a profane person could fall upon it.
The outfit doctor must know many songs and prayers. One doctor
is reported to have known eleven hundred. These songs and prayers
may be recombined to suit different cases, but new ones, it is said, are
never made. The healing songs for ordinary illness are addressed to
Marumda, the creator, and perhaps to the other great spirits, but the
group called "frightening" songs, used where a person is haunted by a
ghost or monster, call on this unfriendly spirit to remove its curse.
Songs to the monster, the bagi'l, exist in the North Pomo language,
and their use is said to have been started by the Potter Valley people.
Some of the prayers used are in the secret langauge used in ceremonies.
In some treatments a doctor sings alone, in some, with assistants. Or
assistants may sing while he performs.
Each morning when making medicine or commencing the treatment
of the day, the outfit doctor recites an opening prayer to the six spirits
of the secret society, associated with the six directions, as follows:

south
east
north
west

sky
earth

guksu matutsi
marumda matutsi
su'u'padax matutsi
xa *matutsi
-yali' matutsi
gai matutsi

guksu initiate
marumda initiate
whirlwind initiate
water initiate
thunder initiate
earth initiate

Pointing with the new medicine upon which he is calling down
power, he begins facing south calling on guksu, then turns in his counterclockwise circle east for Marumda, the creator, north for the whirlwind
spirit, west for the water spirit; then swings back counter-clockwise and
addresses the thunder and earth spirits facing south. He scatters an
offering of a few loose beads and bits of food prepared by the family
of his patient.
The final prayer in a cure is called the wina'guderx, like the last
prayer of ceremonies. The doctor sits, still wearing his feather hat and
holding his rattle, and, speaking, makes his last request to the spirits
to heal. Then he packs his outfit, and leaving with the relatives herbs
and directions for washing the patient with them, he takes his leave.
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The q'o'abakiya'lxale is called upon for any kind of illness. If it
continues he stays for four days, only leaving if he must to get more
herbs. After the four days he may go but the outfit is left behind.
Usually after an eight day interval he returns and, repeating the same
treatment or changing it at his discretion, he stays two days more. If
the patient does not progress satisfactorily, a third visit may be made
in two, four, or eight days. During the first visit a post is set up by the
family and there the doctor's fee is collected, wampum and other goods
to the value of fifty or a hundred dollars, it is said, and a robe worth
sixty dollars, strung on the post or piled at the foot. If the doctor makes
a third visit he may take some, perhaps eighty, beads (fifty cents), and
with a prayer sacrifice them to the spirits, throwing them south, east,
north, and west. But the payment for himself he does not touch until
the outfit is removed from the place and the case closed.
As with the madu, the family or interested friends may stay and
watch the doctor's performances, but they should be careful to be

"'pure."
The commonest treatment of the outfit doctors in any case where
there is localized pain is by pressure with some heated object which has
been rubbed with healing herbs and seeds. These substances are used
in various combinations according to the circumstances, chewed to a
paste by the doctor and applied to the obsidian blades (q'o'axaka),
the rocks (q'ao'xabe), or the doctor's pin (q'o'oyano'). By pressing on
the affected part the herbs are thought to be worked into the skin.
Slight cuts, even, may be made and, after a little bleeding, powdered
herbs rubbed in. Hot drinks are also given, decoctions of the herbs
and seeds, with the turtle eggs and bits of elkhorn and whalebone, or
human bone ground up together in the doctor's mortar. While performing these processes and preparing for them, the doctor sings certain
songs. No assistants are needed.
A more elaborate treatment of this type is that of sweating a sick
person on a bed of coals. In a hole a fire is made of dana'xaye, a variety
of manzanita found in the mountains. In the coals are burned herbs with
rattler or gopher-snake grease, and on top a bed is made of moist mountain bunch grass (bice'-yatsa). The doctor, naked except for his feather
hats, jumps in and rolls about to test the temperature. Four times he
tests it, then the patient is laid upon it and sweated. Sometimes this
is done twice during a four-day treatment. If the patient is very ill,
salamanders whose abdomens have been slit and xa'ibitcu (the fragments of anthills), may be burned with the herbs. This is called the
"salamander test." Its exact purpose is obscure.
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Broken bones are set by the outfit doctors with elderwood, split into
four, and the center removed so that the wood fits naturally. The limb
is bound tightly with mohe' (hair of the cottontail), then the splint is
adjusted, the whole bound with a cit's (rabbit skin blanket) and tied with
tule fiber. No herbs are used. There are special prayers and songs.
If the illness is long, the patient fails to improve, and there are no
definite pain symptoms to indicate the suitable treatment, the doctor
begins to think the trouble must be of a different type than he had
supposed, and due to the haunting of some spirit. He consults with the
family to discover what the man had been doing at the time he first
fell sick, whether he had been out at night when he might have seen a
ghost, or whether he had visited the shore or perhaps some spring in the
woods. So they form a guess as to the probable nature of the spirit.
The doctor then prepares to test the patient by reproducing the vision
as closely as he can. He may himself dress as a ghost, or may construct
a model of a monster, the bagi'l, combining perhaps the traits of several
animals that frequent such spots as the sick man has visited, sea-bird
and snake, or beaver and lizard.4 A realisitic setting for the bagi'l is
devised as well, and the scene is suddenly revealed to the patient. If he
reacts strongly, struggling and then fainting, the doctor regards his
hypothesis as verified. Songs and prayers are begun at once to the
ghost or monster to leave the patient in peace. Seeing a ghost is not
an accident; a ghost always comes for some purpose-"nothing is
nothing, and something makes something," as the informant expresses
it-and urgent prayers may be required to get relief. The same may
be said for the bagi'l, since the visits of this monster are a punishment
for breaking taboos. Ordinary treatments are used to bring the patient
out of the state of collapse which follows this ordeal. Then the doctor
takes off his ghost costume or destroys the model before the patient's
eyes to relieve his mind of fear. Recovery is said to be rapid.
SUCKING DOCTORS

The experience which brought to a man or woman the powers of a
madu did not ordinarily occur until middle age. There was no way of
soliciting the dream or vision; it would come quite without warning,
usually during illness. A being, human and speaking one's own language but a stranger, would appear and give the command. This being
is a messenger from Marumda, and he may bid the dreamer obey on
pain of death. He describes what to do and teaches songs to sing in
4 There seems to be no doubt that these various forms are all manifestations of
the bagi'l, although her traditional animal form is snake and spotted fawn in one.
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healing. The dream usually comes twice.5 Then the new madu gets up.
He finds a long stick (the madu'xai) and with this starts out on a pilgrimage, following the route described in his dream. For two or three
days he goes from house to house, singing. Wherever there is someone
ill, he is asked in to treat him, and receives some wampum in exchange.
If no one is ill, the people still tie a bit of wampum on his stick. Toward
the end of this time the madu begins to tell his dream. In this way all
the village and perhaps neighboring ones as well come to know a man
in the new role of doctor.
The dreams do not come again, and the madu has no more intercourse with the visiting spirit and receives no more instructions. This
being is conceived as still having some power and interest, indeed,
since healing songs are addressed to him, but the address is vague and
not by name, simply saying, as it were, "You who taught me to do this
thing, to sing this, make this sick man well."
As we have seen, the q'a'obakiya'lxale has a complicated equipment
and a great variety of treatments. The madu besides his few songs has
very little. The only herb he uses is angelica root, and his only tool is a
very thin knife (dupa'xaka) about an inch long. These knives are used
only once. They are made by the madu, sometimes with a special song
for doing it, from the more easily workable type of obsidian found in
Cold Creek near Kelseyville. In the old days it is said the process was
to cut with these knives and suck blood from the region of pain. Nowadays there is no bleeding, the cause of the disease is simply sucked out
through the skin, not a foreign body but a blood clot or something
looking like the core of a boil stained with blood. Only one actual case
of sucking through the skin was described, however, as against several
of blood-letting.
Treatment by a madu is considered especially efficacious in "quick
sickness" because of his special powers. Even when a q'&obakiya'lxale
is to treat a case later, a madu may be called upon to diagnose it. Often
as soon as he sees the patient he can tell the part affected because a
cloud of steam seems to rise from there. If he is in doubt, the madu
first sings. Then by feeling, or by sucking on the skin, and tasting, he
discovers the nature of the disease. He protects himself by chewing
angelica root beforehand and rubbing it on his hands, sometimes on the
patient as Well. Then if he judges the trouble to be something that
bleeding or sucking can help, he goes on with these treatments. The
usual fee is eight hundred beads.
5 This seems to be the typical experience. They undoubtedly var'r, however.
from the
saw fire
spouting
A Pomo informant told Mr. Gifford of a man who
head of a horse. He swooned and remained 'Unconscious several hours. When he
madu.
a
woke it was gone. Through this event, he became
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There are many precautions that the outfit doctor must observe to
insure his success or even safeguard his own life. He cannot of course
"fix" beforehand, i.e., purify himself with fasting and prayer out in the
woods somewhere, as a man would who was about to go on a journey
or to gamble. But from the time he is called to a sick bed until eight
days after leaving it he touches no meat, grease, or fish. And as it usually
happens that one case follows close upon another he may go six months
at a time without tasting these foods. The four sacred beasts he never
eats at all. As a general rule, an outfit doctor's patient, too, must abstain
from meat, fish, and grease during treatment and for eight days thereafter; but in case nourishment of this type is needed the fast is curtailed
to four days following, and the doctor will say the prayers provided for
this contingency. Sometimes a patient may touch no food or water
in the daytime during a cure. Doctors also keep themselves pure from
contact with blood by never killing anything. Even the grease they use
is obtained from the bodies of snakes slit while still alive. Roasting
salamanders in the salamander test is the only exception. This purity
of patient and doctor must be carefully guarded from contamination.
No one who is not purified should ever let his shadow fall on a doctor
or patient or on the outfit, nor pass to windward of them. No woman
in her menses should come to a cure at all. The effect is to contaminate
the doctor, but he may purify himself again with bay leaves. It is worse
for the patient. The doctor always can tell. The informant himself has
seen a doctor whose patient had been doing well and suddenly looked
very ill turn to those watching and beg that, to save the sick man's life,
the woman there who was responsible would leave.
The madu are less scrupulous. They continue their fast for several
days after treating a patient, but convenience determines the number.
If they finish a case on a Friday, the days of fasting will hardly be more
than two, since they break the fast for a week-end feast. They do not
enjoin fasting on their patients.
Sometimes a doctor would make vows to the spirits for a sick man
which the latter must fulfill on his recovery. These were usually feats
to be performed at the next Ghost Ceremony wherever that should be
given. It might be to make an appearance as a ghost four times in a day,
to make four entrances to the dance house through the smoke hole, or
perhaps to climb Uncle Sam mountain at daybreak and, having built
a watch fire there and three more on the way down, return to the dance
house for the evening ceremony.
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ILLUSTRATIVE CASES

These are some of the accounts given us by the informant of treatments he had seen and doctors he had known.
" FRIGHTENING " CASES

Case 1. There was a man that an outfit doctor was taking care of,
and he didn't seem to get any better. His people remembered that the
day he got sick he had been hunting in the mountains. So the doctor
thought he might have seen a water monster at a spring. He made a
model. It took him all day to make it. It was like a great snake, six feet
long and a foot wide. The frame was of sticks; this was covered with
tule, and painted black and white and red, and medicine put on it,
ya'na and ciyo'bat'sum, and blood from the doctor. The doctors say,
"One blood affects another." The eyes were pieces of abalone shell,
and a piece was hanging from the mouth to catch the firelight and glitter
when the monster moved. There were yellow flicker feathers on its head.
Then they threw a cover over the patient so he couldn't see and they
dug a hole there in the house, and filled it with tule, standing up, and
put water so it looked like a spring. And they brought the monster in
and laid it through the center with its head raised. They had the head
fastened to a string so it could be moved. The doctor was hidden at one
side. He held one end of the string and pulled on it. The other end
was tied to a green stick stuck upright in the ground on the other side
of the monster. It bent over when the doctor pulled and then sprang
back, and the head swung back and forth.
Then his friends came around the man who was sick and took off
the cover. When he saw all this he fought so that six people had to
hold him down, though before he had been almost too weak to move.
When he was tired out he fainted. Then the doctor sweated him, gave
him hot drinks, and bathed him with herbs. By and by he was better,
and the doctor went and sat by him and he told all the story of his fright.
He had been in the mountains and about dusk he was thirsty and went
to a spring for water. But before he started to drink, he saw the monster
and turned and ran. Before he reached the bottom of the hill he felt
queer. He knew what must have happened. Ever since then the
monster had been haunting him. He kept hearing it outside the house.
Every time he opened his mouth or batted his eyes, it flashed just like
fire.
They sang songs to the bagi'l and from that time the man got better.
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Case 2. There was a woman in Yokaiya that had a fright. She
went out just for a minute at night and when she came back she fainted.
For twenty minutes she didn't breathe at all. Ca'yago (Fred Hogan)
was there. He was a q'o'obakiya'lxalE. He had been brought up by
hu'ilu, his mother's brother, and had his outfit from him. He thought
maybe the woman had seen a ghost. Usually they dress up for a ghost
with black and white paint, and maybe green leaves, but he just fixed
up in some woman's clothes. He got his father, who was there, to sing
for him, and to hold the woman up and prop her eyes open as he came in.
Then her back went off like the crack of a gun and she began to shake all
over. Fred performed a little, and then he said, "You heat some water
and we'll wash her face. She'll get over that shock soon." He put
medicine in the water and washed her face and arms and hands. He
took her hands and feet and pulled them and stroked them. He pulled
her fingers and toes and her legs and arms and stroked her back, and
then he stretched her out and left her. He sang prayer songs. Next
day she was all right.
CASES ATTENDED BY MADUS

Case 3. When I was a little boy I had a madu take care of me.
I had a pain in my head and a madu came and sang over me. He sang
and then sucked and sang and sucked some more. He cut four places
in my head. Finally he sucked out a clot of blood like a little marble.
Case 4. I had the grippe in '82. I was staying near Kelseyville.
It came on at night, and in the morning I couldn't get up. They sent
for a woman madu who was there. She felt my head and she said,
"Your blood is boiling. Turn on your side." Then she cut my cheek
right in front of my ear. The blood poured out, and she sucked it. Then
she made a fresh cut and sucked some more. She took about a halfgallon milk-pail full. I didn't feel anything until about her third mouthful, then I began to feel better on that side. I turned over and she did
the same on the other side. Then she went away. She said, "Don't
get up; you might take cold. Eat something tonight if you feel better."
At night I ate. Next day I got up. I was all right except for weakness
from losing the blood. The madu told me the blood was so hot from the
poison in it that it scalded her tongue. She didn't sing at all in this
treatment.
Case 5. There was a man up there who had the flu two years ago
in March. He looked at his face and he could see it turning black. He
sent his wife for a madu name Pete Maria'n. Pete came that night.
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He cut Sam and sucked, and after just a few mouthfuls he felt better.
Pete just sucked, nothing else. He knew as soon as he went in it could
be helped by sucking.
Case 6. Pete Maria'n did other kinds of cures too. He treated one
case of broken bones with a little coal oil. He sang a little and the man
got well. Pete said the bones weren't broken.
Case 7. Captain Bill was a q'o'abakiya'lxale in Yokaiya. He cured
man
once who had been given up by a white doctor. As soon as he was
a
called and had performed a little, the man felt better. But he was on a
white man's ranch where people weren't careful. Captain Bill was as
careful as he could be there. He had the man go without food and water
until after sundown during the cure, and without meat until four days
afterward. But he said that in three days when the man was able to
move he must go back to the Rancheria. He sang prayers and songs,

saying this.
Tony Mata'k is a madu and a q'o'abakiya'lxale both. He's a pretty
good doctor because he's so careful. He is careful not to let any one get
between him and the sun when he's fixed, and everything like that. He
never lost a case. He belongs to the tatu tribe above Potter Valley, but
he was raised by a white man, a merchant in Santa Rosa. It was in
Upper Lake he learned to be a q'o'abakiya'lxale. Nobody taught him,
but he managed to learn. There were several good outfit doctors in
Upper Lake, old ones, and they are always glad to have boys to help
them, to hang around and bring in herbs from the hills, and help with
treatments when they know enough. So Tony learned where to get all
the things and how to make medicines. He learned eleven hundred
songs: five hundred doctor songs and six hundred "frightening" songs.
His outfit was given to him later by an old man.
Case 8. He could suck right through the skin without cutting.
There were some white boys went hunting up there. One of them got
hit in the hand. The shot went right up through his hand and into
his wrist. He didn't know what to do and somebody told him, " There's
an Indian doctor lives about a mile down there." So the white boy
came to Tony and he sucked the shot out right above the wrist. He
stills shows the shot to prove it.
Case 9. I got Tony to come and see my brother-in-law before he
died. The white doctor had been treating him for cancer but he got
worse and worse. One day I met Tony and asked him to come. He said
his outfit was up in Potter Valley. But I was in my car, so he got in and
I ran him up there. He got the suitcase that he kept his outfit in, and
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we came right back to my brother-in-law. Tony prayed and sang before
he opened the suitcase. Then he took out his rattle and some herbs, and
sang and prayed some more while he chewed the medicine and rubbed
it on his hands. He mixed some with water in a teacup and heated it by
the fire. He drank some and then gave it to my brother-in-law. Then
he sucked to find out where the trouble was: He sucked on the naked
body, and found a sore in the bottom of the stomach. He could make
him feel better, Tony said, but he couldn't cure him. If he had come
sooner he could have done it, but it was too late. He didn't know what
it was that had made the cancer.
WITCHCRAFT

Among the Pomo, doctors seem never to be regarded as malevolent.
No suspicion attached to the doctor if a patient failed to do well, and
for his personal safety to be endangered by the death of someone in his
care seems to have been unheard of. Several failures would hurt his
reputation for skill, of course, but nothing more. The doctor was even
paid just the same when a patient died, but often he would return the
money. A doctor seems really to have been a responsible guardian of the
health of his people, going as a matter of course whenever he was called
unless another case detained him, even though it meant living indefinitely without meat, and black art was not imputed to him.6
Poisoning was known, however, and the man who practiced it was
called q'a'agauk, "poison man."
The art of poisoning, while far less technical and less varied than
that of healing, was still difficult, and very few people ever knew enough
about it to practice it at all. Only occasionally a boy would be taught by
an uncle or grandfather the lore that had been handed down to him, the
processes and poison songs for each, together perhaps with additional
devices of his own worked out according to the logic of magic and tested
by experience. And so the knowledge was kept alive.
A man who wished to use poison on another must first work a whole
season, from spring to fall, gathering all sorts of poisoning plants as they
ripen. He takes poison from spiders and tarantulas, venom from snakes,
red ant poison, and bee stings. These things he keeps in a hiding place
out in the hills, each in a separate bag. When he has all he needs, he
takes with him to the woods four men whom he can trust, and there he
makes magic against his enemy, gupu'ki, which they translate "curse."
6 The customs of white doctors in looking a patient over and then leaving him
obviously seem very careless and irresponsible to the informant. A q'o'obakiyalxale

stays by his patient.
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Four days the five men stay in the woods, fasting. They touch no meat.
During the day they eat nothing; after dark, some vegetable food like
pinole mush. The q'o'ogauk begins by making his poison. While the
ingredients were separate they could be handled safely, but once brought
togethr they are dangerous. So he grinds them with a pestle in a stone
bowl, and does not touch them with his hands. They form a paste,
moistened with their own juices. For every step there is a prayer to be
made to the spirits of the poisons. When he is through, the q'o'ogauk
must wash himself carefully, lest he should have been accidentally
splattered with poison, and rub his body with a paste made of four
healing medicines, kere'sap, baqa', quwa'cap, and ti'xalep. The men
who are to help also rub themselves with this paste as a protection and
sing as he tells them to.
Then, with a little forked stick, a model of a man is made. Something of the victim should be built into it: a hair, nailparing, perhaps
a bit of dance costume.7 Sometimes such a scrap is included in the
poison, too. Then the figure is touched with some of the new-made
poison and the men enact the death. They dig a grave, cremate the
figure, bury its ashes, and hold a crying.
After that the four men each take some poison wrapped in leaves
or tied upon a stick and return to the village, usually by different routes.
Sometimes the q'o'agauk will remain behind so that he may not be
suspected. It may be they have timed the return for a feast day so that
people will be gathered together and one of the poisoners may touch
his man in the crowd, but they never get there till after sundown for
fear of shadows. For each must protect this bit of poison from any association with people who are not pure, and so must keep to the sun side
and windward of everyone. Besides, his own shadow is dangerous to
others because of the poison, especially to children. Children are very
easily poisoned, they say. That is why Pomo mothers always call their
children close at twilight when a q'&a'gauk may be about.
Or perhaps it is not a feast day and the q'o'ogauk himself has kept
some poison in case his helpers fail. He comes back to the village as
though from a journey. People will gather around to question him and
that will give him a chance to touch the man he wants. But if any
friend of his comes out who is used to touching him and clapping him
on the shoulder, he must be careful. So he will drop a hint. He will
7 The Pomo have not the belief in the use of a personal name as a source of
power over a man.
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say, "Don't touch me, I'm all fixed for gambling."8 And the friend will
keep away.
"I remember," said our informant, "a long time ago an old man told
me how he had made poison. He said he had made poison twice. He
said it was not easy to make poison. 'Don't let any one tell you it's
easy to make poison,' he said, 'it's very hard; it takes a long time.'
He told me how he had made poison the second time, the last time he
made it. Somebody had poisoned his daughter. Now he made up his
mind that he would take his revenge. He thought he knew what man
had poisoned her and he made up his mind that he would make poison.
'It takes a long time,' he told me. 'It takes a whole spring. You have
to gather a great many plants. You know they don't all bloom at once;
they come at different times. And it's just some part of the plant that's
good for poison; maybe the leaf, maybe the flower, maybe the seed, and
there's a certain time when that part of the plant is just right to make
poison and you've got to get it just at that time. Then you must collect
a lot of bugs, all sorts of poisonous bugs, scorpions, and stings from
bees, snakes, too. All the animals that have got poison and all the
plants that have got poison. And it's hard because all this time you
must eat very little and not go near women, especially women that
have their menses. That is so you will be pure, you know!
"Then when he had everything ready he made poison with all that.
You must use it pretty soon while it's still strong. So he took the
poison and touched that man with it. But you can't stop then. A man
must help the poison, he told me. He has to keep it up. For one thing,
you can make an arrow of poison oak and a bow of poison oak, too,
and in the morning you go and shoot the arrow over the man's house.
And if the arrow sticks in the roof, all the better. Well, that man began
to get sick. He got sicker and sicker.
"But you must keep up helping the poison. So he makes another
arrow of poison oak and when he goes by the house he kind of slips it
under the house, or in the grass in front of the door where the fenlow
is sure to step over it. That man got more and more sick all the time.
He couldn't leave his bed. Well, he died.
"So then the poisoner was through. He went to the river and washed
himself carefully. He rubbed his arms and his chest, all his body he
rubbed over with different herbs so as to be all rid of the poison.
"Well, now he was satisfied. Now he ate.
8 This expression being derived from the fact that gambling is the most usual
thing that one purifies oneself for, and one that requires no embarrassing explanations.
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"But it's hard work, he told me, it's hard work to make poison and
it takes a long time.
"They've poisoned lots of people like that, though. That's why an
Indian must be good. He must not make trouble. He must welcome
people and be friendly. He must be careful what he says. He must
not be foolish and say anything he thinks. Because then people will
dislike him. If there's any trouble they'll suspect him. They'll get rid
of him. It makes no difference if he did it or not, the poison will kill him
just the same. -That's why it's hard to be a chief. A chief has got to be
very careful because people notice him. He must welcome people. He
must not make quarrels. He must never tell somebody to do something
bad. If somebody insults him he mustn't resent it. Or people will get
together and they will say, 'He is no good. Maybe his son will be
better, or maybe his nephew will be better. We'll get rid of hin.' Oh,
killing is easy, killing is easy. It's hard to keep life. They've killed
lots of people like that."
DISEASE

From a study of the cases given, it becomes apparent that the Pomo
classifies his disorders as those "from outside" and those "from inside."
Those of the first sort are in the main the "frightening cases," those
rooted in the fear which the sight of a ghost or monster rouses in the
beholder, and they are treated by reproducing as nearly as possible the
terrifying vision. This process of the doctor is explained as a device
to identify the spirit, which may then be implored by prayers to desist
from "haunting" the sick man. At the same time it is regarded as
a cure in itself founded on quite conscious Pomo psychological theories.
"Seeing a thing again takes it off your mind," it is said; and one Indian
doctor asserted that he could cure all the people in the state insane
hospital if he were allowed to treat them on this principle. This phenomenon of "haunting" seems then to be thought of now as a recurrence
of terrifying mental images and now as objective appearances of a malevolent being. The implication of two theories of mental disease does not
seem to suggest any inconsistency to the informant. Possibly this is
simply an extreme example of the duality of practical and super-natural
features characteristic of primitive medicine. It is possible, however,
that the belief may have been influenced by the ideas of other peoples.
Illness from magic is also spoken of as "from outside." The death
of small children, which they say can result from the proximity of an
adult "fixed" for any undertaking, would illustrate this type, or the
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illness of a child caused by the capture of a small bird by a larger one
above the housetop. Also, probably we must include here illness as the
result of breaking taboos, other than those punished by the haunting
of the bagi'l, such as the taboos during a ceremony whose violation is
supposed to bring about sudden fainting or blindness during the
performance.
Then there is the wider field of disease "from inside," a condition
where "poison" may permeate the blood of part or all of the body, or
concentrate in internal "sores" or small masses of "ulcerated flesh,"
which are regarded as the active element in the disorder. This poison is,
it seems, introduced into the body by actual contact of some kind, a bit
of stick or gravel penetrating the skin, a bite of a snake or poisonous
insect, or simply the touch of a powerful poison. "It stands to reason,"
says the informant, "that it gets into the blood by coming to the skin
from outside. Cancer, now, I've always thought myself that must
come from a spider bite. You look carefully at one that's quite small
still and see if you don't think so." This generalization, however, is not
found to cover all cases which are regarded as "from inside." To strains
or colds and broken bones seems to be attributed an origin independent
of poison, but whether again this may not be a departure from the
orthodox theory it is difficult to say.

